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I had been visiting Rome regularly formore than a

ing, examining, and reading my way through Rome's end-

leisly rich and seductive past. ln spite of the pulsating din of
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ofrevealingpolitical,cultural,andphilosophicalideasthatarethenexperiencedas
physical unti,i"t existing in the world/'I had said'

"Fair enoughi'Fabrizio had responded"'but how many times can you visit

5t. Peter's, the Coliseum, o' tf'" Pantheon? What do you know of the Rome beyond

the old city center, of Rome since World War ll?"

Weparkedthescooterandsoonrealizedthatthecentralformofthis
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massive complex could only be accessed by first traversing an isolated and semi-

enclosed catwalk. lt was sunday morning and-although corviale resonated with

a particular kind of misery that inhabited its rundown and repetitive geometry-in

the literal sense the place was quiet.

Asweclimbedthestairsleadingtothecatwalklbecameengrossedirr
photographing the space. More than just a vehicle for capturing images' the lens

framed discreet and sonorous impressions that penetrated my being, akin to the

foreboding and singular notes of a

brooding musical comPosition. The

catwalk soon led to other dYnamic

transitional spaces, many of whicli

were articulated by hulking concrete

walls and deeP shadows. lt was hard

to get a visual handle on the Place

from any single vantage Point, so I

just kept moving.

Fabrizio and I intuitivelY

kept each other in sight, but i have

no memory of us talking. When we

finally got close to the main structure,

I remember scanning back and forth

down Corviale's endless linear traiec-

tory and being struck bY its PhYsi-

cality. lts visual and psychological

weight was broken onlY bY the frag-

mented geometries of the windows,

balconies, and hanging laundry that

rippled along its facade.

Governments around the

world have attempted to solve anY

number of particular housing prob-

lems using modern architecture's

rectilinear structures and economy of

means.The often ill-fated results have

been well documented. Nonetheless,

the isolation and immensitY of
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brutality, both visual and experiential.

Oddly, I have no memory of seeing any people that day. However, the

residue of human activity was ubiquitous-in parked cars, peeling graffiti, and

discarded stuff. The image of a blue plastic bucket is etched in my mind, perhaps

because it represented the possibility of the normal rituals of housework or even

of play. I also remember some straggly flowers desperately trying to reach beyond

their small rectangular planters in a vain attempt to absorb a bit of the eternal

Roman sun.

I don't know how long Fabrizio and I explored Corviale. Maybe a few

hours. Time has a way of being compressed when an experience forces one to be so

present. As we drove back to my apartment nearVatican City my mind flooded with

memories of my student days in the romantic and picturesque ltalian hilltowns of

Siena and Cortona. I would never have imagined a place like Corviale being built

in a country so revered for having created architecture-or, for that matter, whole

towns-with such a strong sense of community and rootedness to geography'

Later that day I sat on the balcony of my apartment, taking in the late

afternoon sun and listening to chatter of children playing in the courtyard below.

My mind was sifting though visual and auditory sensations from the morning and

racing to connect my impressions of Corviale to broader questions-historical, cul-

tural, and personal.

For a moment, my mind wandered and I found myself imagining a group

of men standing around a large metal table with a glass top positioned near tall

windows that allowed ample light to flood the room. On the table was a pristine

white model of Corviale. The men in the room were well groomed, wearing pol-

ished loafers, crisp white shirts, sleek ties, and distinctive dark-rimmed glasses. Just

at the moment when I started to envision satisfied smiles on their faces for having

designed the longest residential building in Europe, lstopped myself and actively

tried to push this thought out of my mind. To do this, I closed my eyes and tried

to conjure up an image of Corviale itself. However, lfound it impossible to picture

just one view. lnstead, disembodied shapes and colors moved passed my mind's

eye, spectral impressions formed, dissolved, and reformed in a space with a vague

contour, but no definable center.

*The drawing for the cov€r of this issue of The Humanities Review derives from a photograph I

took at corviale durinq a late morning in June 2007. I took allthe accompanying photogfaphs

that same day.


